
THE HULL COLLECTION BY TOM FEREDAY

Designed from the inside out.



THE HULL COLLECTION BY TOM FEREDAY

The Hull lounge is incredibly efficient in both form and 

construction. A unique framing technique, minimizes materials 

and increases strength. Constructed from a single sheet of eco 

plywood the Hull’s lozenge shaped form tapers in all directions 

creating a minimal, slim lounge with subtle curves, ensuring 

maximum comfort. 

With entirely seamless upholstery from every angle, the Hull 

lounge intelligently avoids any visible zips or fixings.        

Designed by Tom Fereday and manufactured by SWISS DESIGN, 

the Hull range features small and large ottomans, single and 

double seat lounges with high and low back options. The newly 

extended range includes an armed ‘wingback’ version for all 

options. Finished in your choice of approved contract fabric or 

leather and features an optional European cross stitch detail, with 

the thread available in a limited range of colours.

The newly extended range includes an armed ‘wingback’ version.
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Minimal, slim lounges with subtle 
curves, ensuring maximum comfort. 

Single and Double Seat  
High Wingback Lounges

HH700W, HH1400W
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Contrasting decorative stitching 

celebrates the soft form of the lounge 

with elegant and vibrant colours.

Memory return swivel base, available on single lounges

180°
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The Hull lounge was named after its intricate form, 
inspired by traditional boat building construction.
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The Hull range offers a variety of base options that include, full upholstery or solid timber Walnut, Ash or black stain.      

Upholstered in-house 
black leather

Upholstered in 
matching fabric

Upholstered in-house 
white leather

Black stained  
solid timber 

American Walnut  
solid timber 

American Ash 
solid timber 
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Single Seat High Wingback Lounge

HH700W
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Single Seat High Back Lounge
HH700

Double Seat High Back Lounge
HH1400

Single Seat Ottoman
HO700

Double Seat Ottoman
HO1400

Single Seat High Wingback Lounge
HH700W
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Single Seat Low Back Lounge
HL700

Double Seat Low Back Lounge
HL1400

Single Seat Low Wingback Lounge
HL700W

Double Seat Low Wingback Lounge
HL1400W

Double Seat High Wingback Lounge
HH1400W

HULL DIMENSIONS
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Constructed from 
a single sheet of 
eco plywood.

Hull lounge is incredibly efficient in both 

form and construction. A unique framing 

technique, minimizes materials and 

increases strength.
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Entirely seamless 
upholstery from 
every angle.

No Exposed 
Zippers or 
Fixings.
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Double Seat  
High and Low Wingback lounges

HH1400W, HL1400W
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Single Seat  
Low Wingback Lounge

HL700W 

Double Seat  
Low Wingback lounge

HL1400W

Slender elegant 
sweeping arms.
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Finished in your choice of approved 
contract fabric or leather.
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CARE & MAINTENANCE

FABRIC

• Upholstered products such as lounges should be protected 

from direct sunlight as this may lighten fabric colour

• Vacum regularly on low suction

• Regularly rotate reversible cushions to allow even fading

LEATHER

• Upholstered products such as lounges should be protected 

from direct sunlight, direct heat and weather

• Regularly dust with a clean dry duster

POWDER COATED & CHROME STEEL

• Chair and table legs should be wiped  

down with a soft damp cloth 

• Do not use abrasive cleaning products

LAMINATE

• Desks & tables should be cleaned with a soft, damp cloth 

• Do not use abrasive cleaning products

• Wipe any liquid spills away quickly
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